Implementation of Brown & Levinson’s Sociological Aspects in Verbal Interaction at Hotel Context
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Abstract—This research is an initiating research attempting to support the main project of developing pragmatic-based English teaching model at vocational college. Specifically, it is aimed examining whether (or not) sociocultural aspects of power, distance, and rank of imposition (PDR) proposed by Brown and Levinson (1987) is applicable for hotel context. In addition, it was aimed at designing oral role play card used for the main research data collecting. The role play card focuses on speech act (SA) of request and refusal. Twenty hotel staff were involved in doing exemplar generation, and activity undertaken to list situations at hotel dealing with request and refusal, and to inventory two most widely occurred situation of each SA to be used as topic of role play card. The card was piloted by involving three students to see whether they were appropriate and obtain input of correction both content and language before being used. It was concluded that PDR is not totally suitable sociological aspect used for criteria in doing verbal interaction at hotel context as power and distance (P D) are not distinctive aspects.
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1. Introduction

Sociology is one of aspects based on which speakers get in touch with hearers. Of the some sociological aspects people use, ’power’, ’distance and’, ’rank of imposition’ or PDR (Brown and Levinson, 1987) is quite famous. There has been a number of research in pragmatics in which it is implemented (Kuhi, 2012 ; Lin, 2014; Taguchi, 2009; Beltran, 2004; Taguchi, 2013; Felix-Brasdefer, 2004; dan Tian, 2014). This research was aimed at testing whether or not PDR is applicable distinctively in hotel communication. Obviously, its applicability was examined in making speech acts of request and refusal done by hotel staff’s verbal interaction with the guests.

Sociocultural aspect of PDR has been mostly used in politeness studies. During undertaking the main research project, it was used to make data collecting instrument. PDR
was used in developing instrumnt of oral role play card, an instrument used to collect data of request and refusal utterances made by hotel staff during their giving hospitality services. Generally, PDR is used

2. Basic Concept of PDR and its Realitation in Hotel Context

Brown and Levinson (1987) stated that there are three variables which influence speech acts situation, they are power (P), distance (D) and rank of imposition (R). Power (P) regulates three kinds of relations between speakers and hearer in term of hearer social status, they are hearer’s higher social status, hearere’s same level social status, and hearer’s lower social status. Distance (D) refers to familiarity which influences language and attitude of the both parties, speakers and listenres, they are close relationship and far relationship. And rank of imposition (R) refers to level of imposition the speakers give to hearer when utter the request and refusal speech acts, they are high imposition and low imposition. For instance, in the case of request, when someone asks for someone’s a necessary help, the imposition (R) will be high, coversaly, its R will be lower if he or she asks for a not very necessary help (Geyang, 2007). Tian (2014) stated that implementation of these strategy depend on relationship between speakers and hearers as well as utterances. The choice of certain strategies is determined by relationship between both parties and the topic. Strategies of politeness shall be high in the case of high R. However in the case of lower social distance (D), strategi of politeness will certainly be low. In the situation of R+, a lot politeness forms or markers are hoped and vice versa. The three compositions are shown in the following figure.

Figure 1. Brown and Levinson’s Sociocultural Aspect (1987)
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3. Research Method and Research Findings

The research was done prior to the main research project of Developing Pragmatic-based English Learning Model at Hotel Context. The research was attempted to develop a data collecting instrument in the form of oral role play card. The role play cards consist of two main cards of request and refusal. These speech acts were chosen to be the ones utilized to investigate hotel staff competence in producing English utterances pursuant to the observation result that those SA are the most famous SA used at hotel. As request and refusal are the most widely occurred SA at hospitality industry, ‘exemplar generation’ (Rose, 2000) was used to see the most commonly occurred situation of request and refusal. Thus, around 20 staff were given a form to list ten situations in which request and refusal happen in order of its frequency. The lists were then inventoried and only the most two situations for each SA were chosen.

Role play cards were made based on the situations successfully listed. Based on social relationship between staff and the guests, there are absolute condition related to power (P) and distance (D) aspect. Basically, social distance between the staff and the guest are constantly far (+). It is resulted by the situation of the hotel context where staff have to give show hospitable attitude, they have certainly keep the distance far to the guests. The situations also trigger condition where power of the guests certainly become higher than the staff as the concept of “customer is king” is implemented. In contrast, imposition differs as it deals with procedure and urgency. As both P and D are not distinctive in any situation in hotel context, they are not used to code the card.
There are two types of imposition staff factually can produce, high and low impositon. Low impositive request (Rq R-) is a procedural request which is done based on standard operating procedure (SOP) of the hotel and high impositive request was done when there is an urgency. For instance, the staff made highly impositive request (Rq R+) was made when there is an unprocedural case where the staff requested the guest to check out earlier than the normal time as there are a lot of guests queing for a check out.

It can be concluded that sociocultural theory is not purely applicable, particularly in hotel context. It can be modified in accordance with the needs and situation. The modification showed that in the case of requesting guest to do things, power (P) of the guest is absolutely stronger (+) than the staff at any situation. Distance (D) also has positive (+) mark as distance between staff and hotel guests is always far. Indistinctiveness of both aspects of sociology in hotel context bring about the situation.

In the case of request, power (P +) is compulsory as the guests have certainty power (P+). Thus, P is not used to be a measuring aspect. Social distance (D) also has an absolut position and not changed for any situation. Thus it is given P (+) as there is a far distance between staff and guest. However, rank of imposition (R) is the only aspect which is not absolute and changable. In situation of request, a staff can ask the guest to do thing in accordance with the procedure (Rq R-) and can ask the guests to do thing by force which is not pursuant to procedure as there is an urgent situation (Rq R+). Thus, the formulas of those situation are Rq P+ D+ R- and Rq P+ D+ R+.

In the case of refusal, sociological aspects are not also fully implemented. As P and D are absolut aspects as guests power and distance is still high. Imposition (R) is not applicable totally this aspect is not dealing with refusal. Thus, it cannot be designed to be Rf R+ and Rf R-. Refusal however was designed to be Rf Terpaksa (by force) and Rf Biasa (common). The four situations can be seen in the following figure.

Figure 2. Modification of Sociological Aspect of PDR in Request and Refusal SA at Hotel Context.
The modified SA situation of request and refusal coded Rq (R-); Rq (R+); Rf (B); Rf (K) can be realized in form of oral role play card as follows.

### 1. Rq (R-):
You are a receptionist receiving a guest who wants to stay in the hotel. You want to get him or her to show his or her passport. You will say…………………………………………………………………………………………

### 2. Rq (R+):
This is the high season. There are a lot of guests waiting to check in before the check in time (at 12. AM). You beg the guests staying in room 100 to check out at earlier. You say…………………………………………………………………………………………

### Rf (Common)
You are a waiter. A guest coming for breakfast wants to ask whether he is allowed to bring food and eat at the hotel lobby as the restaurant is full. As it is the hotel regulation, you don’t allow him to eat outside the restaurant at the lobby. You will say…………………………………………………………………………………………

### Rf (Forced)
You are a receptionist. A guest staying at the hotel comes to extend his stay. As the room has been booked by other guest coming later and other rooms have been occupied, you refuse his request by force. You will say…………………………………………………………………………………………

The cards were piloted by involving three college students majoring in tourism to see whether they usable and comprehensible. In addition, it was aimed to obtain input of correction both content and language use. The cards were then used to collect data of students pragmatic competence for research. Twenty students were involved in data collection of students’ pragmatic competence. Each research participant was given the four cards (Rq R-; Rq R+; Rf Common; Rf Forced). Data of request and refusal utterances from the research participants were collected, explicated and analyzed.

### 4. Conclusion and Suggestion
It could be concluded that PDR concept is less universal. It can not be used to as sociological aspect of verbal interaction in certain domain, like hotel. The concept is not applicable in hotel context where speakers only have lower level of power (P) and distance (D) than hearers. These aspects of sociology are not distinctive enough to a number of situation in hotel. Apart from these aspect, rank of imposition (R) is the only aspect that can be used to differentiate request. However, all aspects failed to affix refusal speech act.

The further investigation is to be undertaken to prove their validity. Similar research can be done using different SA, such as compliment, apology, invitation, advice, suggestion, disagreement, complaint, or reprimand using the same context. Other context can also be used to see the sociological aspects validity, such as market, education, meeting, or others.
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